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I always love to hang out and roam around with friends, every body in the group pay for something
on the tour, but when the tour gets over, we always face the irritation of complicated bill splitting.We
come back with a pile of receipts and bills and it gets really tough to understand how to settle up the
money expenses equally. The Solution comes with a windows phone App named as Settle up!, as
per my experience on this application, I fond this very accurate and flexible to use. To settle up the
expenses, all you have to do is to enter the list of expenses and who theyâ€™re shared between, and
rest of the work is for the app.

Settle Up is the best application of its type and includes a unique algorithm that automatically
minimizes the no. of transactions needed to settle your money expanses

Settle Up accurately clears out all the expanses and gives the exact amount for each person.

Settle Up is the first application of its type that  easily splits bills and expenses between specified
persons for each day of the item using a simple and intuitive user interface.

Application enables you you to make group of multiple people together to minimize your settlement
transactions.

Application also allows to add multipliers to any particular members share of an expense.

Application gives a detailed view of all the expenses and the settlements in a table.

E-mail support is also available to send the settled data to all your friends for their expenses and
share in the total expenses.

Application features the breakdown list, person wise, showing their individual expenses, total
expenses and actual money owned of the tour.

you can create new events and invite different members via e-mail.

So if you are going to a group tour and do not want any irritating paper pen money settlements, go
for this app, Application is only $1.99 in cost, and costs less than 1MB in size. For whom who want
to take a trial, a free version is also available to check weather the app is satisfactory or not. I can
not resist myself to rate a 5.0 out 5.0 for this must have App.
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